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We present a logic, called Synchronization Tree Logic (STL), for the specification 
and proof of programs described in a simple term language obtained from a con- 
stant Nil by using a set A of unary operators, a binary operator + and reenrsion. 
The elements of A represent names of actions, + represents non-deterministic 
choice, and Nil is the program preforming no action. The language of formulas of 
the logic proposed, contains the term language used for the description of 
programs, i.e., programs are formulas of the logic. This provides a uniform frame to 
deal with programs and their properties as the verification of an assertion t ~ f (t is 
a program, f is a formula) is reduced to the proof of the validity of the formula 
t D f. We propose a sound and under some conditions complete deductive system 
for synchronization tree logics and discuss their relation with modal ogics used for 
the specification of programs. © 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This work has been mot ivated by the following general problem: F ind 
logics for the specification and proof  of non-determinist ic programs. We 
suppose that programs belong to the set of terms Z of an algbra with a 
congruence relation g .  The operators of the algebra correspond to 
program constructors, and the relation ,,~ defines a concept of equivalence 
which is supposed to be satisfactory for the compar ison of programs. 
One requirement for a logic with set of formulas F, to be an appropr iate  
tool for the specification and proof  of such programs is, 
(1) Vtl, t2 ~Z(t l~t2 iff Vf~F (t I ~f  iff t 2 ~f ) ) ,  
i.e., the congruence ~ and the equivalence relations induced by the logic 
on programs, agree. 
Consequences of this requirement are, 
- - fo rmulas  represent unions of congruence classes (congruent terms 
satisfy the same formulas), 
- - the  logic is sufficiently powerful to distinguish non-congruent terms 
(for each congruence class there exists a formula of the logic representing 
it). 
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This requirement, known as adequacy, is satisfied by the logic HML 
proposed by Hennessey and Milner (1985) for observational equivalence 
on finite CCS terms. Furthermore, the use of such a logic as a tool for syn- 
tax directed proofs requires that to any program constructor cons 
corresponds an operator eons of the logic, such that 
(2)(a) ti ~ f / fo r  i= 1...n implies cons(t1 ..... tn) ~ cons(f~,...,fn), 
and 
(b) cons(tl,..., tn )~ eons(fl,...,fn) is the strongest assertion which 
can be deduced from ti ~ f~ for i = 1,..., n, where ti ~ 7£ and fi e F. 
In this paper we present logics satisfying requirements (1) and (2) for a 
simple non-deterministic erm language with a given congruence relation. 
Its terms are obtained from a constant Nil by using a set A of unary 
operators, a binary operator +,  and recursion. The elements of A represent 
actions, + represents non-deterministic choice, and Nil the program per- 
forming no action. Such a term language is at the base of various calculi for 
communicating systems (Milner, 1980). 
The language of formulas is an extension of this term language which 
generalizes the program language into a language for describing program 
properties. It contains the term language used for the description of 
programs, i.e., programs are formulas of the logic. The verification of an 
assertion t ~ f is reduced to the proof of the validity of the formula t D f. 
This provides a uniform frame to deal with programs and their properties. 
The language of formulas is obtained from the constants Nil, T by using 
the Boolean Connectives, the set 2 A of unary operators (A is the set of 
actions of programs), the binary operator + and fixpoint operators. The 
operator + of the logic is an extension of the operator + on programs 
such that t~ ~f l  and t2 ~f2  implies t l+  t2 ~f l+f2 ,  where tl, t2 are 
programs and f l , f2  are formulas. 
The paper is organized as follows: 
In part 2, we present he term language used to describe programs and 
its operational semantics in terms of A-labelled trees (synchronization 
trees). 
In part 3, we present the logic used to describe programs and their 
specifications (properties). We call this logic Synchronization Tree Logic as 
its non-logical operators correspond to operations on classes of trees. We 
first study a synchronization tree logic for the sublanguage of non-recursive 
programs and give a sound and relatively complete deductive system. Then, 
we introduce the synchronization tree logic for recursive programs, show 
its adequacy and propose a sound deductive system. Finally, we show how 
to define modalities used in branching time logics and discuss the relation 
of synchronization tree logics with the/~-calculus (Kozen, 1982). 
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2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Consider the term language Z built from the constants Nil, T, and a set 
of variables X by using a set A of unary operators, a binary operator +,  
and recursion. 
Nil, TeZ,  X___Z, 
- -a t ,  t + t', rec x . t ~ Z if x ~ X, a ~ A, t, t' ~ Z. 
We denote by X the signature _r= {Nil} uA  u { + } and represent by, 
- -Z[X,  X] the sublanguage of the well-guarded and closed terms obtained 
from Nil by using elements of A, +,  and recursion, where rec x. t is well- 
guarded means that any occurrence of the variable x is under the scope of 
an operator of A. 
- -Z [Z]  the subset of Z[Z,  X] without recursive terms. 
- -Z [Z  w { T}] the subset of the non-recursive and closed terms of Z. 
We consider that elements of Z[2", X] represent programs; .4 represents 
a set of actions, + represents non-deterministic choice, and Nil the program 
performing no action. The meaning of T will be given later. 
With a term t of Z[X, X] wZ[Zu {T}] can in an obvious manner be 
associated an ,4-labelled tree It] (transition system) whose nodes corres- 
pond to subterms and labelled edges are defined as the least relations ~ a 
for a e A, satisfying, 
- -a t  ---~a t for a~ A, t~Z[X ,X]wZ[Zw {T}], 
tl _~a t implies tl + t2 -~ at 
and 
t2+t l  ~at  for h,  h ,  t~Z[S ,X]  uZ[Su  {T}], 
- -  t[rec x .  t /x]  -~ at' implies rec x .  t ~ at' for rec x" t, t' ~ ZEZ, XI w 
~[Zw {T}]. 
To obtain the tree ~t~ from t, take t as root of It] and add edges and 
nodes following the definition of the relations __.a. 
EXAMPLE. The trees [[tl], Wt2] representing the terms tl = a(bT+ c Nil), 
t2 = rec x" (ax + b Nil) are, 
Wt,]] = Et2~ = a 
T Nil .,</ "~ Nil 
/ "-. Nil 
Nil 
Remark.  The trees representing terms of Z [S ,  X] are finite branching 
as only well-guarded terms are admitted. 
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We define the equivalence relation ~ on Z EL',X] by taking 
= Ak~ ~ ~,  where, 
1. tl ~0 t2 Vtl, t2 ~ ZEZ', X], 
2. tl ~+ 1 t2 iff Evt] (tl ~ t'l implies 3t'2(t2 ~ t~ and t'l ~k t~)) 
and 
Vt~(t2 ~ t~ implies 3t'1 (tl ~ t] and t'l ~,k t~))]. 
It is shown in (Hennessy and Milner, 1985; Brookes and Rounds, 1983) 
that ~ is a congruence and its restriction to ZEZ'] is the least congruence 
satisfying the following axioms: 
T1 t~ + (t2 + t3) = (tl + t2) + t3, 
T2 t~+t2 =t2+ t~, 
T3 t+ t = t, 
T4 t + Nil = t. 
satisfying the adequacy criterion for programs of We propose a logic 
~ZE S,  x ] /  ~, . 
3. SYNCHRONIZATION TREE LOGICS 
3.1. The Synchronization Tree Logic STL(A) 
3.1.1. Syntax and Semantics 
Let A be a set of actions as defined in Section 2. Consider the language 
of formulas F(A) defined by 
Nil, T ~ F( A ) 
- -  bf~ F(A ) for b _ A and fE F(A ), 
- - f+f ' , fv f ' ,  ~f~F(A) forf, f'6F(A). 
Notice that Z[Sw{T}]~_F(A), by interpreting at~Z[Su{T}]  as 
{a}t e F(A) for a ~ A. We give the semantics of F(A) by defining a function 
II associating with a formula f a set Ifl of terms of Z[Z', X]  equal to a 
union of congruence classes of ~ on Z rs,  x] .  
DEFINITION OF I I- For b ~_ A, f, fl, f2 ~ F(A), 
f TI = ~:ES, x ] ,  
INil] = {te Z[-X, X]lt ~Nil}, 
[bfl={t~ZES, X]]3I~_~ finite, I¢~3, VieI (3ai6b and 
3ti ~ I f  I), t~,7~ aiti}, 
--If~ +f21= {t~.Es,  X] l 3t, ~lf~l ~t2EIf21, t~ti  +t2}, 
Ifl v f21 = Ifll w If2l, 
- -  I ~f l  =~[S,  X] -  Ifl. 
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Abbreviations and notations. 1. Having already defined v ,  --7 and 
T, we can derive the definitions corresponding to the other Boolean con- 
nectives A, 7 ,  -- and the constant I in the standard way. Furthermore, 
for tE3; [Z ,X] ,  feF (A) ,  we define t ~f  and ~f  to mean te tfl and 
Ifl = 3;[Z, X], respectively. 
2. We use the convention that the following operators have 
progressively increasing priority: - ,  =, v ,  A, +. All unary operators 
have higher priority than binary operators and are right associative. For 
example ~bf= ~(bf )  and b-n f=b(~f ) .  
3. For aEA, we write afinstead of {a}f  
4. For b_  A, we write -b  to denote its complement A -  b. 
PROPERTY. Note that for anyfe  F(A) Ifl is a union of classes of ,~, i.e., 
Ifl is a set of terms closed with respect o ~. 
PROPOSITION 1. I tl = { t' e ~; IS, x ] I t' ~ t } for t ~ 7Z [S]. 
Proof The proof is done by structural induction on X[Z] .  
- -For  t = Nil this is true by definition of ll. 
Suppose that Itl = {t'lt '~t}. Then for aeA,  
latl -- { t'[t' ~ ~i~l ati, where t ie Itl } 
= { t'l t' ~-ri~ I ati, where te,-~ t } (by induction hypothesis) 
= {t'lt',~at}. 
- -Suppose that It~l = {t ; l t~t i}  for i= 1, 2. Then 
It1 + t21 = {t ' l t '~t (+ t~, where t;e Its[ for i=  1, 2} 
= {t' lt '~ t[+ t~, where t ;~ ti 
for i= 1, 2 } (by induction hypothesis) 
- -{ t ' l t '~t ,+t2}.  i
COROLLARY. Vtl, t 2 6 ~[S] tl ~ t2 iff # t~ -= t 2. 
This proposition means that for t e X[Z] ,  I tl is the congruence class of t. 
It will be shown in Proposition 12 that any formula of F(A) can be trans- 
formed into a (possibly infinite) disjunction of terms of X[Zw {T}]. The 
reader is invited to notice that for te f£ [Zu  {T}], Itl contains all the 
terms obtained by substituting arbitrary terms of X[Z, X] for occurrences 
of T. The following proposition, proved in Graf and and Sifakis (1985) 
gives an exact syntactical characterization f I tl in terms of the relations 
~AX and -< defined by, 
,,~AX is the least congruence on 3 ; [ fw  {T}] induced by the axioms 
T1, T2, T3, and T4. 
- -  -< is the least order relation on 72[Zw {T}] u 2:[Z, X] such that, 
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- -  t<  Tfor any te ;g[Xw {T}] va 2:[Z, X], 
- - t~ , t '  implies at~at'  for a6A, t, t' ~X[X~ {T}] taX[Z, X], 
- -  t~ -< t~' and t2 -< t~ implies t~ + t2 -< tll + t2' for t~, t~ ~ 2:[Z vo { T} ] va 
%IS, X] for i= 1, 2. 
PROPOSITION 2. (Graf and Sifakis, 1985) 
It[-= { t' e f£[ Z, X][t',~ -~ ~AX t} for t e fZ[ Z u {T}]. 
3.l.2. A Deductive System for STL(A) 
The table below gives an equational deductive system for STL(A). The 
proof of its soundness is given by the Propositions 3 to 8. 
TABLE 1 
A Deductive System for STL(A) 
Axioms 
B Axioms of Boolean algebra 
T~ fl + (A +A) --- (fl +f2) +f3 
T2 f~ +f2 =f2 +f l  
T3 f+f=-f for  f of the form bf, T, or Nil 
T4 f+ Nil =-f 
D1 f l  + (f2 vf3) - - ( f l+f2)  v (fl +f3) 
D2 (bi ~b2) f=-b l fv  b2fv  b l f+b2f  
D3 b(f~ vfz)=-bft vbf2vbf l+bf2  
D4 blfl /x bzfz =-(blnbz)(fl A f2 ) 
D5 (~.~fi) A (~xg~)~[~l ( f i t ,  Vxgk)]+[5~K(gkAVlf l ) ] ,  where each fi and gk is of 
the form bf or T. 
N1 - l (b f+T)=- -bTvb  q fv ( -bT+bTf )  v Nil 
N2 ~(Y~tbJ , . )==-~(Y~lb~f~+T)v[ (A l ( -b Jvb i~f~))+T]  
ST1 5gSf--- L
ST2 b i -= i  
ST3 f + L ~ L 
DE 
Rules 
R1 
R2 
Nil v AT  ~ T 
~---f, w--f~g 
>---g 
~f~g 
~-- bf~bg 
~---f~g, r---f' ~g' R3 
~-- f+f '~g+g'  
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PROPOSITION 3 (Tree axioms). T1, T2, T3 and T4 are valid. 
Proof T1, T2 and T4 are obvious from the definition of I I- T3 follows 
from Lemma 1. | 
LEMMA 1. I f  feF (X)  is a formula of the form f=~i~zf i  where each fi  is 
of the form hi f ; ,  T or Nil then, 
t, t' e Ifl implies t + t' e Ifl. (1) 
Proof Obviously, (1) holds for any formula of the form bf,  T, or Nil. 
Now, we prove the lemma for f=f l  +f2. The general case follows as an 
obvious generalization. If f l , f2  are formulas for which (1) holds and 
t, t 'e [f~ +f2l then there exist ti, t~ ~ [fil for i=  1, 2 such that t..~ t~ + t 2 
and t '~  t; + tj. From the fact that (1) holds forf~ and f2 we get tg+ t; e [f,l 
fo r i= l ,  2. Yhus, t+t '~t l+t2+t ' l+t~( t l+t ( )+( t2+t ; )e l f ,+f2 f .  | 
Remarks. Notice that (1) does not hold for any fo rmula feF(A) .  For 
example, for f=  a Nil v b Nil, we have a Nil e [fl and b Nil e If[ but 
a Nil + b Nil ¢ If[. 
- -Notice that (I) is equivalent to f f+f f  ~_ ffl. 
- -Not ice that f=Z~lb~f~ and te If[ implies that t is congruent to a 
term of the form Y'~i ei Y'~k eK~ a ik t ik , where a ik e b i and t ik e [ f i [ . 
PROPOSITION 4 (Distributivity axioms). D1, D2, D3, D4, D5 are valid 
formulas. 
Proof D1. t~[ f l+( f2v f3) [  iff Btl, tg such that t .~t l+t i ,  t le l f l [  
and t~e[ f2v f3[  iff 3t~,ti such that t~t~+t~,  t~e[f~[ and t ie[f2[ or 
ti ~ If3[ iff 3t l ,  ti such that t~t~ + t; and t~ + t~ e [f~ +f2[ or 
t 1 + t i e l f l  +f3l iff te I(f, +f2) v (fl +f3)l. 
D2. te [ (b lwb2) f [  iff t~Z~a~t~,  where aeeb lwb2,  tge l f l  ~/ieI  
iff either Vie la i  Gb I in which case te  Iblf[ or Vi~Ia~ eb~ in which case 
te[b2f}  or qI~,I2, I= I~wI~,V ie I~ a~ba,V ie I~a~eb~ and t~ 
E ie l  I all  i "F E i~l  2 aiti. We have Ei~II aiti • Iblfl and ~..i~i2aiti e Ib2f[. 
Thus, t~ [bf~ +bf2[. 
D3. A similar proof can be done. 
D4. From the definition of II it is obvious that, 
I(ba c~b2)(fl ^ fz)l---Ib~fa ^b2f21. Suppose that te  [b~fl ^  bzf2l. This 
implies t e Ibaf~ I and t ~ ]b2f2 I. Thus, t ,~ ~ a~ti, where at e b~, t ie  If~l and 
a i ~ b2, t~ e If2 I. From this deduce ai • b~ c~ b2 and t,. ~ If~ ^  f21- Thus, 
t e I(b~ n b2)( f  l ^ f ~)l. 
D5. Suppose that t e [~f,. ^  ~g~ } where each f~ and g~ is of the 
form bf or T. This implies by definition of I I, t~ ie l~n~Z~t in  and 
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t .~ ~.k ~ ~ ~m ~ K~ Pkm, where Vi Vn tin e If,.[, Vk Vm Pkm ~ ] g~ l, and each tin 
and the P~m is of the form at a6A,  t~Z[Z ,X] .  Due to the fact 
that t ~ Y~i  ~,~i~ t~,~ Y'.*~K ~m~r~pKm, we have, Vi, n 3k, m tin~ pk m and 
Vk, m 3i, n t i ,~ p~m. Thus, Vi, n ti, ~ If~ A ~/g~l and Vk, m px,, ~ Igk A Vf i l .  
Conversely, suppose that t ~ l Z( f i  /x Vg~) + Z(gk /x V f~)l. This implies, 
~t'~ [_-V(fi/x Vgk)l, 3P'~[Z(g~/x Vf/)[ such that t ,~t '+p' .  This implies, 
3{t~}~i, ~{Px}~r such that t' ~Zt~, t~ e I(f, ^  Vg~)l Vis I  and p' ~_rp~, 
P~eI(g~AVf , . ) I .  Thus, Vie I  ~keK tielggl.  From p'e lNggl  and 
Lemma 1, one can deduce that Vi~ I p' + t~ ~ [ Zgk [. Thus, 
p' + Zti ~p '  + t' e I Zg~]. Symmetrically, we have p' + t' e ] Zf~ I. Hence, we 
get the result, t ~ t' + p' ~ I Zf~/x Zgg [. | 
PROPOSITION 5 (Negation axioms). N1, N2 are valid formulas. 
Proof N1. t¢ lb f+T I  iff Vt', Vait~ such that t~a~t i+t '  (a~¢b or 
t~¢ If[) iff t~Ni l  or t can be put into the form Y',zaiti and Vie l¢~ 
(a~ q~b or t~ ¢ I f  I) iff t~Ni l  or t can he put into the form ~a~t~ and either 
ViEI  a~¢b or ViEI  a~b and t~¢[f[ or 3I', I"¢(ZJ I= I 'u I "  and VieI '  
aiCb and Vi i i "  (ai~b and t~¢lfl). This is equivalent to 
t~ INil v -bTv  b-n f v -bT+bf l .  
N2. t¢ I~zb~f~l iff t,~Nil or t can be put into the form ~,i~aktg and 
(~iEI Vk~K (ak4-b~ or tk¢lf,-I) or ~k~K V i i i  (ak(~b i or t~ ~lf,l)). 
Notice that t ~ ]~t b~f~ + T[ iff t can be put into the form ~r  ak tk, where Vi 
3k (ak6bi and t~6if/I). From this remark we obtain, t¢iY~bif~. [ iff 
t~Ni l  or t can be put into the form Y~Ka~tk and t¢ lY.~bJ/+ T] or ~k 
a~ tx ~ ]/~i~ ~ ( - bi T v b~--qf~)] iff t 6 INil v --1 (5~t bifi + T) v /~,  ( - bi T v 
b~f~)+ T[. | 
PROPOSITION 6 (Strictness axioms). ST1, ST2, ST3 are valid formulas. 
Proof Obvious from the definition of l]. | 
PROPOSITION 7 (Decomposition axiom). DE is a valid formula. 
Proof For any t~Z[Z ,X] ,  either t~Ni l  or 3a~,t~ such that 
tgZa~t~ IAT[. Thus, either te INil] or t~ [AT I. | 
PROPOSITION 8. R1, R2, R3 are valid rules. 
Proof R1. Evident. 
R2. We have to prove that fo r f l , f2~F(A)  and Vb~_A, Ifll~_]f2r 
implies Ibfll ~- Ibf21. This follows easily from, Ibfll = {t l t~ ,a i t i ,  ai ~b, 
ti ~ If~l} ~ {t[t~Zait~, at eb, t i ~ [f21} = Ibfzl. 
R3. We have to prove that forf~,f~'eF(A) for i=  1, 2 Ifll-~ If21 and 
]f]l-~ [/~[ implies If~ +f][ _~ [f2+f~[. This is obtained by, [ f l+ f ] l  = 
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{t l t~t ,+t i ,  t ,~l f l [ ,  t ' l~}f l )}~{t l t~t l+t ] ,  t l~lA) ,  t'l~lf'2)} = 
)f2+f'21. | 
The following propositions give interesting theorems of STL(A). 
PROPOSITION 9. Thl. A T + T--  A T 
Th2. Nil/x bf -  l for bf~ F(A) 
Th3. ~ Nil--- AT. 
Proof Thl. AT+ T-AT+ (Nil v AT) by DE 
-AT+Ni l  v AT+ AT by DI 
= AT by T3, T4, and idempotence of v.  
Yh2. Nil A bf=- - .1_ is equivalent to -1 Nil v -7 (bf) - T. 
~Nil v ~(bf ) -  -TNil v Nil v ~(bf+ T) v 
( -bTv  b(-~f))+ T(by N2) 
=T. 
Th3. is a consequence of Thl and Th2. | 
PROPOSITION 10. Th4. f l  +f2 + T=- (fl + T)/x (.f2 + T), where each f,. is 
of the form bif/, T or Nil. 
Th5. f l  +f2+ T~f l  + T, where each fi is of the form bi~, T or Nil. 
Th6. (b 1 u b2)f + T -  (b~f + T) v (b2f + T). 
Th7. b(f~ vf2) + T =- (bf~ + T) v (bYe + T). 
Proof Th4. (f, + T) /x (fz + T) - f ,  /x (f2v T )+T/x ( f2v  T)+f2 
A( f jv  T )+TA( f~v  T) byD5 
=-f~ + T+f2 + ~r-f~ +f2 + 7". 
Th5. A consequence of Th4. 
Th6. (b, wb2) f+T =-b l f+Tvb2f+Tvb l f+b2f+TbyD1,D2 
=-blf+ Tv  b2f+ T by Th5. 
Th7. A similar proof can be done. | 
Remarks. 1. Notice that the elements of 2" represent some kind of 
"weakest precondition" operators as b l -  _1_ and b(f~ Af2)=-bfl/x bf2 for 
bc_A. These operators do not distribute over v .  However, due to D3 
b(fl vf2) has an interesting decomposition i  terms of bfl and bf2 where 
the non-deterministic construct + plays an important role. 
2. Notice that due to DE, the equivalence of formulas depends on 
the set A. The following are theorems only if A = {a}. 
Nil v aT= T, which implies by R2 
a(Nil v aT) -  aT, which by D3 is equivalent to 
aNil v aaT v aNil + aaT-aT.  This implies by R3 
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(aNil v aaT v aNil + aaT) + (aNil + aaNil) - aT+ (aNil + aaNil), 
valent to aaT+ aNil + aaNil -= aT+ aNil + aaNil. 
3.1.3. A Relative Completeness Result for STL(A) 
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equi- 
PROPOSITION 11. For any formula f~F(A)  there exists f 'eF (A)  with 
possible occurrences of ±, but without occurrences of /x and --a such that 
~---f--f'. 
Proof Negation can be eliminated by applying the following rules: 
7 ( f l  v f2)--* -nf, A -~f2 
--1 (fl A A) --* -n f l  v -n f2 
"-7 (Z  b i f i )  --+ -7 (Z  b i f i  "~- T) v [A  ( -- bi T v b i - l f i  ) ] + T 
(~ bifi+ T) --* V - b i t  v V bi-~f~ v V ( -b iT+ bF-nfe) v Nil 
~L--* T 
7 T--* _I_ 
-q Nil ~ AT. 
Thus, we obtain from f a formula f '  without occurrences of negations. 
Using D1 and the Boolean axioms, f '  can be transformed into an 
equivalent formula which is a disjunction of conjunctions of terms of the 
form Xf~, where each f~ is of the form b f, T or Nil. By application of Th4, 
D5 and then D4, Th2 and properties of Boolean algebras, conjunctions can 
be pushed into a lower level (as shown by the following example). By 
repeating this transformation, conjunctions can be eliminated. | 
EXAMPLE. For a, b, c, deA we have, 
({a, b} T+ c Nil)/x ({a, c} Ni l+ {a, d} T ) -  = 
[{a, b} T/x ({a, c} Nil v {a, d} T)] + [cNil/x ({a, c} Nil v 
{a, d} T)] + [({a, c} Nil A ({a, b} T v c Nil)] + [{a, d} T/x 
({a, b} T v c Nil)] =- 
(a Nil v aT) + c Nil + (a Nil v c Nil) + aT =- 
aT+ c Nil + (a Nil v c Nil) = aT+ c Nil. 
Let A be a recursive set. Denote by Fr~c(A) the sublanguage of F(A) 
obtained by restricting the action operators b to recursive subsets of A 
(notice that the set of recursive subsets of A from a Boolean lattice). 
PROPOSITION 12. Let f be a formula of Frec(A ). If ~ f - -  ± then ~---f- ±; 
otherwise, there exists f '  e F~o(A), such that ~---f==-f' and f '  contains v as 
the only logical connective and has no occurrences of 1. 
643,/68/1-3-18 
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Proof By applying the result of Proposition 11, one can obtain a for- 
mula fx, ~-f=-f~ such that f~ contains v as the only logical connective 
but f~ has possible occurrences of ±. In f l  substitute ~ for any operator b
representing the empty set (this is possible as we restrict unary operators to 
recursive subsets of A). By applying the rules b_L ~ .L, 5_ + f ---, 5_, ~,~f ~ 5_, 
I v f~f  one can obtain from./1 an equivalent formula f2 such that either 
f2 = ± or f2 has no occurrences of _L. In the latter case, f2 is a formula con- 
structed from Nil and T by using operators b ~ A such that b ¢ ~,  v and 
+. Obviously, for such a formula we have ~ f2 - L. | 
We prove hereafter the completeness of the deductive system given for 
F~(A). 
THEOREM 1. The deductive system of Table I is sound and complete for 
Free(A). 
Proof Soundness has been proved by the Propositions 3 to 8. Com- 
pleteness i a consequence of Proposition 12, where it has been shown that 
Vfs Frec (A) ~ f -  l implies ~---f-- 5-. (*) Completeness, i.e., 
[VgeFreo(A) ~ g implies ~---g] is equivalent o [VgeFr~c(A ) ~ ~g=-_k 
implies ~-- -~g _= _1_ ]. By taking f= -Tg in (*) we get the proof. | 
3.2. The Extension STL(A, X) of STL(A) 
In this section we propose a synchronization tree logic for the 
specification and proof of programs of X[Z, X]. Let X be a set of variables. 
Consider the language of formulas, defined by, 
- -  T, Nil and x e X are formulas, 
- -  bf is a formula if b _~ A and f is a formula, 
- - f+f ,  f v f and - i f  are formulas i f f  and f are formulas, 
- -#x  "fis a formula if x e X andf i s  a formula positive in the variable 
x, i.e., each free occurrence of x is under the scope of an even number of 
occurrences of --7. 
Denote by F(A, X) the set of the closed formulas of this language (the 
notions of free occurrence of a variable and closed formula are the same as 
in predicate logic, i.e., # is treated as a quantifier). 
To define the semantics of STL(A, X), we associate with any functional f 
with n free variables of F(A, X) a function [ f [ :CI (A)~CI(A) ,  where 
CI(A) is defined by 
C I (A) = {s ___ X [Z, X] [ t e s and t' ~ t implies t' e s }, i.e., elements of C1 (A) 
are unions of congruence classes. 
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For closed formulas f, Ifl is a constant which defines the union of classes 
associated with f. 
DEFINITION OF II. For b~A, f ,  f l , f2~F(A ,X) ,  yeX,  x=(x~,..., x , )eX  ~ 
and s= (s~,..., s,) e CI(A)',  
- -  ITl(s) - -~[s ,X]  
- - INi l l (s)  = {t ~Z[Z', X]lt ~Ni l} 
- - I x , l ( s )  =s ,  
- -  [bfl(s) =(teZ[S ,X] [3a ieb~tge l f{ (s ) fo r i ,  eI,  tgY.~,a~t~} 
- -  I k  +Al (s )  ={t~Z[Z ,X] [~t~[ f~ l (s )~t2~l f2 ] (s ) t~t~+t2)  
- - IA  v f~l(s) = I f l l (S)~ If21(s) 
- -  I-qfl (s) = ~[2 ,  X ]  - If l  (s) 
- - I#Y 'U(Y ,  x) l ( s )  = (-]{r e C I (A ) I  I l l ( r ,  s)__c r} .  
Abbreviations. We use the same abbreviations as in 3.1.1. Furthermore, 
we put vx " f (x )= q#x"  ~f(--qx). 
LEMMA4. Let f(xl,...,x,,) be a functional of F(A,X)  in which no 
negation occurs, with free variables xl ..... x,. For all sequences {f;k}k~ ~ of 
F(A, X) such that Vk fik ~ fik + 1, 
f(Vflk,... ,  Vf 'k)  - Vf(f~k,...,f,k), i.e., f is v -continuous. 
Proof It is sufficient o prove that the operators v ,  A, + b c A are 
v-continuous. It is well known that A, v are v-continuous. Let 
(f,}i~ ~, {gi}i~ ~ be two "increasing" sequences on F(A, X). 
(a) b(Vfe) = V bf~. 
- -  V bfi ~ b(Vfi) by monotonicity of b. 
- - Le t  t~ Ib(Vfi)}. This implies that t is of the form t~Y~Kaktk such 
that Vk e K ak e b and tk ~ Vf i  (where K is a finite set of indices). Thus,. 
Vk~K 3j(k)~ IR ak eb and t~ E ]fj(g)[, which implies aktk ~ [bfj(g)l. Let 
n=max {j(k)[k~K}. From the fact that Vj(k) f j (k)=f,,  we have Vk~K 
ak tk ~ [bf, I, from which we deduce t ~ ~ ak tk ~ [bf,, I. Thus, t ~ IV bfi I. 
(b) (V f , )+(Vg i ) -V  (f,+g~) 
- -  V (f~ + g~) ~ (k/f,) + (V g~) is a consequence of the monotonicity 
of +.  
- -  Let t E I(Vfi) + (V g~)[. This implies 3tl, t 2 t ~ t 1 + t 2 and 3i, k t~ ~ ILl 
and t2 ~ Ig~l. Let n=max {i, k}. From the fact that {f~}~ and {gi}N are 
increasing, we obtain t~ ~ ]f,[ and t2 ~lg,  I which implies 
t~t l+t2~[ f ,+g, I .  Thus, tE[V(f~+g,)[ .  | 
LEMMA5. Let f(xl,..., x~) be a functional of F(A,X)  in which no 
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negation occurs, with free variables xl,..., xn. For all sequences {fik}k~ ~ of 
F(A, X) such that Vk fik+ 1 ~ fik, f(/~flk,..., A f ,  k) = Af(f~k,...,f~k), i.e., f is 
A -continuous. 
Proof As in the preceding proof, it is sufficient o show that b ~ A and 
+ are v -continuous. Let {f~}, {gi} be "decreasing" sequences of F(A, X). 
(a) b(Af i )  :- A bfi. 
- -  b(Af~) ~/~ bf~ by the monotonicity of b. 
- - Le t  t~lAbf~l. This implies t '~aktk  and tE[bfi] Vi~N. Thus, 
Vk~K Vie N a k Eb, and tk ~ If,-[, which implies Vk~K aktk ~ [b(Afi)[. 
From the definition of[{, we deduce that t '~Kaktk  ~ Ib(Af/)]. 
(b) (Af,) + (A g,) -- A (f, + g,) 
- - (Af , )  + (/~ g~) ~/~ (f~ + g~) by the monotonicity of +. 
- -  Let t E [/~ (f~ + g~)l. This implies that Vi~ N, St;, t~ such that t ,~ t~ + t;, 
t~6lf~l and t; 6 Ig~l. Certainly, t has only a finite number of decom- 
positions of the form t ~ tm+ t ' ,  t ~ t~ + t~ ..... such that tm ~ t~ or  t m ~ t'~ 
for all such decompositions. Thus, there exist tk, t;~ such that t ~ t~ + t;, and 
tk , .~t ian  d ' ~ , tg  t~ for an infinite number of indices i. From the fact that {f~} 
and {gi} are decreasing we obtain tgsl/k~<~ifgl, t'~sl/~k<.ggkl for an 
infinite number of indices i. From this we deduce that 
t~tk+t '~[ (A f i )+(Ag i ) ( .  | 
PROPOSITION 13. Any functional of F(A, X) which is positive in any 
variable x, is both v -continuous and A -continuous. 
Proof A direct consequence of Lemmas 4 and 5. I 
From this proposition follows, 
PROPOSITION14. For any well-guarded functional f (x )  of F(A,X)  
#x ' f (x )  =-- V~ ~fg( l ) and dually vx . f (x )  ==-/~ ~fg(T). 
A consequence of this proposition is that I~x . f (x)  and vx . f  (x) represent 
unions of congruence classes, as the finite approximants of fixpoints 
represent unions of classes, too. 
The following proposition shows that the congruence class of recursive 
terms of X[Z, X] can be represented by formulas of F(A, X). 
PROPOSITION 15. 
Proof 
- -  (a )  
- -  (b )  
For t', recx. t~Z[Z ,  X], t '~recx . t  iff t'E Ivx" tl. 
To prove the proposition, we prove for any rec x" t E Z[Z,  X] 
rec x. t~]vx, t I, i.e., Vk~ N recx ' t~ l tk l ,  where to-- t iT/x] and 
tk+, = tDk/X] 
Vt' ~ X[ Z, X]( t' e [vx " t[ implies t' ~ rec x" t), i.e., Vk ~ N t' ~ [tk { 
implies t' ~ rec x- t. 
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(a) We prove Vk e N rec x" t ~ LtkL by induction on k ~ N. 
- - fo r  k = 0, this is obvious. 
- -  Suppose that for some k e N rec x" t e [tk I. 
- - Le t  us prove that rec x . te  Itk+ll. From tk+l---t[tk/x], the definition 
of [[ and induction hypothesis we obtain t[recx, t/x] ~ It[tk/x]l. From 
rec x" t~ t[rec x" t/x] and the fact that for anyfeF(A ,  X) Ifl is a union of 
classes of ~,  we obtain the result. 
(b) To prove (b) it is sufficient o prove that Vk~N (t'E [tk[ implies 
t '~krecx ' t ) .  For any f~2; [Zw{T}]  we define DT(f )  by, 
DT(f )  = min{kl3s = s~,. . . ,s , f~ ST} as in (Graf and Sifakis, 1985). There 
has been proved that, Vfe2; [Zw {T}] DT( f )>k  and t', t"e ]f[ implies 
t' ~k l". 
As rec x - t  e Z[Z,  X] the functional t is guarded and for any k we have 
DT(tk)>k. Thus, we obtain the result by the fact that recx. t~ [tk[ for 
any k. | 
From this proposition and obvious properties of ]], one deduces the 
adequacy of STL(A, X) as a tool for the specification and proof of 
programs of 2;[27, X]. 
PROPOSITION 16 (adequacy). Vt, t' ~ 2;[27, X](t ~ t' iff Vfe F(A, X ) ( t~ f 
iff ~' ~f ) ) .  
Finally, it is not difficult to check that all the axioms and rules of 
STL(A) are valid for STL(A, X) and we get the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 17. The deductive system obtained by adding AFP~-  
f (itx . f ) ~ #x . f RFP(~--f(g) ~ g )/(~-- I~X " f ~ g) to the axioms and rules of 
STL(A) is sound for STL(A, X). 
3.3. Definition of Temporal Modalities in STL(A, X) 
In this section we show how the modalities of standard branching time 
logics (Ben-Ari, Manna and Pnueli, 1983 and Queille and Sifakis, 1983) 
can be expressed in STL(A, X). The operators b~ A of synchronization 
tree logic correspond to modalities expressing inevitable teachability of 
their argument by executing one action belonging to b. In STL(A, X) (and 
also in STL(A)) operators (b )  for b ~_ A, expressing possible reachability 
by one action in b, can be defined by taking, (b ) f=bf+ T, where b ___A, 
fe  STL(A, X). 
PROPERTIES. (1) t~ [ (b) f [  iff 3t' 3aEb ( t~ at' and t 'e  Ifl), 
(2) (bwc) f  = - (b ) fv  (c ) f ,  
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(3) 
(4) 
Proof 
2. 
Th6). 
(b}( fv f ' ) -  (b} fv  (b)f ' ,  
(b} f  ^  ( c ) f ' -  (b ) f+ (c)f ' .  
1. By the definition of[[.  
(buc) f=(buc) f+ r=-(bf+ T) v (cf+ T)= (b ) fv  (c} f  (by 
3. A similar proof can be done by using Th7. 
4. (b ) fA  (c ) f  =(bf+ T) ,~ (of+ T)=-bf+cf'+ T= (b ) f+ (c}f '  
(by Th4). | 
Notice that (b )  is similar to the "next time" operator of branching time 
logics or the "diamond" operator of dynamic logics or HML. In fact, any 
formula f of HML (Hennessy and Milner, 1985) can be translated into a 
formula H(f) of STL in the following manner. 
- -  H (T )  = T 
- -  H( (a}f )  = (a}H(f)  
- -H( fv f ' )  =H(f )v  H(f') 
- -  H (~f )= ~H( f ) .  
On the contrary, the translation from STL(A) into HML can only be 
done in the case where A is finite. Furthermore, in STL(A, X) the temporal 
modalities of the logics proposed in (Ben-Ari, Manna, and Pnueli, 1983; 
Queille and Sifakis, 1983) can be defined forf~F(A, X) by, 
- -  POT(f)  = #x" ( f  v (A }x), 
- -  INEV(f) = #x. ( f  v Ax), 
where in Ben-Ari, Manna, and Pnueli (1983) POT( f )  and INEV ( f )  are 
respectively denoted by ~F(f) and VF(f). Obviously, POT( f )  and 
INEV(f)  express respectively possible and inevitable reachability o f f  by 
executing sequences of actions. To obtain conditional versions of the 
operators POT and INEV as in Queille and Sifakis (1983) take for b _~ A, 
f ~ F( A, X), 
- -  POT(b,f) = #x" ( f  v (b} x), 
- -  INEV(b,f)= px" ( fv  bx). 
These (binary) operators express possible and inevitable reachability of a 
term satisfying f by executing only actions belonging to b. 
An important feature of STL(A, X) is that it contains the language for 
the description or programs of Z[S,  X] and it is at least as expressive as 
logics used for the expression of their properties. So, the verification of an 
assertion t ~ f is reduced to the proof of ~--t~f  The following example 
illustrates this idea. 
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EXAMPLE. Proving that t ~ f where t = rec x" a(ax + b Nil) and 
f=INEV({a}, (b)N i l )  is equivalent to proving the theorem, 
~---vx. a(ax + b Nil) ~ yx" ( (b )  Nil v ax). 
We have, 
. 
AFP. 
2. 
3. 
Let g = 
4. 
5. 
By 1,2, 
~-- vx" a(ax + b Nil)~a(avx. a(ax + b Nil) + b Nil) by the dual of 
~-- a(avx" a(ax + b Nil) + b Nil) ~ a(T+ b Nil) by R2, R3, 
~-- a(T+ b Nil) - a(b)  Nil by definition, 
(b )  Nil v a( (b)  Nil v al~x'(ax v (b)  Nil)). 
a(b)  Nil ~g by D3 and Boolean axioms, 
~--g~#x(ax v (b )  Nil) by AFP, R2, R3. 
3, 4, and 5 we obtain, ~ vx.a(ax+ b Nil)~ #x.(ax v (b)Ni l ) .  
3.4. Other Results Concerning STL(A, X) 
A synchronization tree logic is presented in (Graf, 1983 and Graf and 
Sifakis, 1984), for the specification and the proof of controllable processes 
of CCS, i.e., processes t such that there exists t' without occurrences of z, 
observationally congruent to t. The logic presented there is compared with 
a logic with next time and least fixpoint operator (y-calculus) (Kozen, 
1982). Both logics admit a common class of models: A-labelled trees 
representing elements of Z[27, X]. A function h is defined in a com- 
positional manner, associating with a formulafe F(A, X) a formula h(f)  of 
the y-calculus uch that, Vt~ Z[S, X] t ~f i f f  t ~ h(f). As a result of this 
work, it follows that synchronization tree logics allow much more concise 
description of properties and are more adequate for the definition of syntax 
directed proof methods. 
4. CONCLUSION 
We have proposed a logic for the description and specification of simple 
non-deterministic programs. The language of formulas of this logic is an 
extension of the term language used to describe programs. This provides a 
uniform frame to deal with both programs and properties: programs are 
formulas of the logic, and proving the validity of an. assertion t ~ f is 
reduced to the proof of the validity of the formula ~ t =f  
The language considered for the description of programs is certainly sim- 
ple but we believe that our approach can be applied to obtain adequate 
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logics for term languages used in calculi for communicating systems as in 
(Graf, 1983; Graf and Sifakis, 1984; Graf and Sifakis, 1985). 
Synchronization tree logics seem to be an interesting specification tool as 
they provide operators for the direct expression of usual operations on 
non-deterministic programs. Compared to standard modal logics, they 
allow more concise descriptions and easier manipulation of formulas. 
Finally, their underlying structure seems to be quite original, and it has 
many interesting properties concerning relations between logical connec- 
tives, the non-deterministic construct +, and modalities. 
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